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1r 0 -+ y*y transition form factor within the light-front quark model 
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The transition form factor of rr 0 -+ y*y is studied as a function of the momentum transfer Q2 within the 
light-front quark model (LFQM). Results are compared with the experimental data by the BABAR collaboration 
as well as other calculations based on the LFQM in the literature. It is shown that the predicted form factor fits 
well with the experimental data, particularly those at the large Q2 region. 
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Introduction. The BABAR collaboration [I] has reported 
data of the rr0 --+ y*y transition form factor Frry(Q2 ) for the 
high-momentum transfer Q2 up to 40 Ge V2 . To describe the 
data with the Q2 dependence, the form factor is fitted to satisfy 
the formula 

Qz\Frry(Qz)\ = A(10~:y2 r (1) 

with A = 0.182 ± 0.002 GeV and f3 = 0.25 ± 0.02. Before 
this data, most theoretical models predicted that the form factor 
approaches the QCD asymptotic limit [2], depending on the 
pion distribution amplitude (DA) with the Q2 dependence 
under 10 GeV2 [3-5]. Obviously, the experimental values 
for Q2 > 10 GeV2 by BABAR are surprisingly much higher • 
than the QCD asymptotic expectations and thus, cannot be 
explained by the lowest perturbative results [2]. Even when 
the high-order corrections are considered [6,7], the large 
Q2 behavior is still hard to be understood. Recently, many 
proposals [8-31] have been given in the literature to understand 
the transition form factor, particularly the BABAR data for 
Q2 > 10 GeV2

. 

In this Brief Note, we will use the phenomenological light
front (LF) pion wave function to evaluate Q2

\ F rry ( Q2 ) I in the 
light-front quark model (LFQM) [32-36]. We will concentrate 
on the spacelike region for the transition form factor. The LF 
wave function is manifestly boost invariant as it is expressed 
in terms of the longitudinal momentum fraction and relative 
transverse momentum variables. The parameter in the hadronic 
wave function is determined from other information and the 
meson state of the definite spins can be constructed by the 
Melosh transformation. We emphasize that our derivation of 
the form factor can be applied to all allowed kinematic regions. 
In Ref. [37], the study on the transition pion form factor based 
on the LFQM has been done but the calculation for Q 2 is only 
up to 8 GeV2. With the same set of parameters in Ref. [37], the 
high-Q2 BABAR data cannot be fitted The use of the LFQM 
to understand the BABAR data has been explored in Ref. [38]. 
However, the conclusion in Ref. [38] has not explained the 
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data. In this work, we would like to revisit the LFQM to see if 
this is indeed the case. 

The form factor. The transition form factor of 
Frro-.y•y•(qf, qi), which describes the vertex of rr 0 y*y*, is 
defined by 

A[rr0(P)-+ y*(qJ, EJ)y*(qz, Ez)] 

(2) 

where Frro-+y*y•(qf, qi) is a symmetric function under the 
interchange of qf and qi. From the quark-meson diagram 
depicted in Fig. 1, the amplitude in Eq. (2) is found to be 

A[QQ--+ y*(qJ)y*(qz)] 

f d
4 

P3 { [ i (- h + m Q) = eQetjNc (
2 

)4 Ap Tr Ys 2 2 . 
JT p 3 - mQ +IE 

x (: i(h + mQ) F/ i(.z'I + mQ) J 
2 Pi- mb + iE 

1 pf- mb + iE 

+ (EJ +* Ez, ql +* qz)} 

+ (PtC3) ++ P3(1), mQ +* mQ), (3) 

where Nc is the number of colors, eQ is the quark electric 
charge, and A p is the vertex function related to the rr0 meson 
bound state. To calculate the rr0 --+ y*y* transition form 
factor within the LFQM, we have to decompose the rr0 meson 
into Q Q Fock states, described as (uu - dd)j../2. In the LF 
approach, the LF meson wave function can be expressed by an 
antiquark Q and a quark Q with the total momentum P as 

\M(P, S, Sz)) = L J [dpJ][dpz]2(2rr)38\P- PI- pz) 

'-t'-2 

where 

xcf>~'(z, kl.)b'0(pi, )q)d~(P2. A.z)\0), 

(4) 

(5) 
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